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• Review the pain points in drug R&D
• Understand PK/PD rationales that are relevant to different types of 

biomarker data
• Evaluate preclinical tumour models and forecast clinical efficacy 
• The Open Project (TOP)
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Smietana et al. (2016) Trends in clinical success 
rates. Nat Rev Drug Disc. 15: 379-380
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~186,000 trials in total

Lo et al. (2018) Estimation of clinical trial success 
rates and related parameters. Biostatistics. p 1–14
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20.9%

3.4%
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Lo et al. (2018) Estimation of clinical trial success 
rates and related parameters. Biostatistics. p 1–14
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Lo et al. (2018) Estimation of clinical trial success 
rates and related parameters. Biostatistics. p 1–14
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1,500 scientists lift the lid on reproducibility
Survey sheds light on the ‘crisis’ rocking research.
Monya Baker 25 May 2016 Corrected: 28 July 2016
http://www.nature.com/news/1-500-scientists-lift-the-lid-on-reproducibility-1.19970
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Freedman LP, Cockburn IM, Simcoe TS (2015) The Economics of 
Reproducibility in Preclinical Research. PLoS Biol 13(6): e1002165. 
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1002165

“An inclusive definition: irreproducibility encompasses 
the existence and propagation of one or more errors, 
flaws, inadequacies, or omissions (collectively referred 
to as errors) that prevent replication of results.”
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Freedman LP, Cockburn IM, Simcoe TS (2015) The Economics of 
Reproducibility in Preclinical Research. PLoS Biol 13(6): e1002165. 
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1002165
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1,500 scientists lift the lid on reproducibility

Survey sheds light on the ‘crisis’ rocking research.
Monya Baker 25 May 2016 Corrected: 28 July 2016
http://www.nature.com/news/1-500-scientists-lift-the-lid-on-reproducibility-1.19970
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“We can judge our progress by the courage of our questions 
and the depth of our answers, our willingness to embrace 
what is true rather than what feels good.”

― Carl Sagan (1934-1996)
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2. TRANSLATIONAL ONCOLOGY MODELLING BASICS
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• “Pfizer 3 pillars”
1. Suitable exposure (site of action, 

duration)
2. Sufficient target binding 
3. Adequate pharmacology
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Can the flow of medicines be improved? Fundamental 
pharmacokinetic and pharmacological principles 
toward improving Phase II survival Drug Discovery 
Today. 17, 419–424 (2012)
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* Ringel, M., Tollman, P., Hersch, G. & Schulze, 
U. Does size matter in R&D productivity? If not, 
what does? Nature Rev. Drug Discov. 12, 901–
902 (2013).

“The right culture”
It is vital to ensure that teams are 
encouraged and rewarded to ask the “killer 
question”, are recognized for the quality of 
their science, and are well connected to 
the external scientific community and 
supported by experienced leaders with a 
record of good judgment*

Lessons learned from the fate of AstraZeneca's drug 
pipeline: a five-dimensional framework  Nature 
Reviews Drug Discovery 13, 419–431 
(2014) doi:10.1038/nrd4309 
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Johnson et al, British Journal of Cancer (2001) 84(10), 1424–1431

• 2001 Method: Mouse MTD efficacy was compared with clinical response

• 2001 perspectives: for compounds with in vivo activity in >1/3 xenograft models, 
there was activity in >1 Phase II trials.

“39 agents with both xenograft data and Phase II clinical trials results”
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Mouse MTD efficacy was only moderately predictive of clinical 
response

Next question: What is the problem?
• Tumour biology difference (growth rates, immune competence, 

stromal content, orthotopic location)?
• Exposure differences?
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• The ratio R=(AUC-mouse-MTD)/(AUC-humans) was computed for 9 

compounds
• Results: R<1 was a necessary, but not sufficient condition for success
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Drug Clinical Result
Calculated Ratio:

(Mouse MTD AUC)
/(Human clin. AUC)

Calculation details

Carzelesin Failure 40 Table 2 (80/2)
DMP840 Failure 7 Table 2 (17.5/2.5)
MGI-114 Failure 7 p839, col2 text (214/33)
9-AC Failure 4 Kirstein et al., Clin. Canc. Res., 7, 358 (2001) 
Sulophenur Failure 3 Table 2 (8/3)
Topotecan Success 0.3 Table 2 (10/3)
Melphalan Success 0.3 Table 2 (1/3.5)
EPO906 Failure 0.3 See Backups
Irinotecan Success 0.2 Table 2 (16/100)

Peterson and Houghton, Eur. J. Canc., 40, 837 (2004)
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Looks like exposure difference is relevant 

Next question: By correcting the difference, can we find any 
consistency between preclinical models and clinical data?
• Case study: 10 successful chemotherapy drugs
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PROJECT Can we learn from successful chemotherapies?
Methods
• 10 chemotherapy drugs were tested on 

mouse A2780 ovarian carcinoma 
xenografts.
• PK/PD models were constructed to 

estimate the exposures needed for 
preclinical tumor shrinkage.

Results
• Strong correlations (R = 0.94) was 

observed between preclinical exposures 
needed for tumor shrinkage and the 
exposures achieved in the clinic under 
standard treatment. 
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4. Discussion

A recent PK-PD model provides drug-specific measurements
of the potency of anticancer compounds from preclinical
studies. On these bases, we investigated whether doses and
exposures required to achieve a clinical response in humans
can be predicted from the potency parameters k2 and CT esti-
mated in animals. A strong correlation was observed between
the parameter k2 and the systemic exposure in the clinical

use. Analogous results were obtained when CT estimates were
correlated with the clinical doses. The latter correlation is
consistent with the former one: in fact, CT = k0/k2, and the
parameter k0, characterising the growth rate of the tumour,

is relatively constant across the experiments of the present
study (see Table 3).

Even allowing for the limited number of drugs and the de-
gree of variability and uncertainty associated with the obser-
vations in the plots, the large interval of clinical doses covered
by the tested drugs, the appropriate ranking of the com-
pounds and the closeness of the data to the regression lines

provide a strong support to the use of this approach for an
early estimation of the active doses in humans of candidate
compounds. This can be easily obtained introducing the k2

and CT values, estimated from the first animal studies, into
the regression equations (plasma clearance in humans may
be derived using the common interspecies scaling proce-
dures) and making a simple extrapolation to the vertical axis.

We derived the approach using known anticancer drugs
with different mechanisms of action, including topoisomer-
ase inhibitors, antimicrotubule assembly inhibitors, antime-
tabolites and alkylating agents. This finding is consistent

with the concept that the PK-PD model used for estimating
the potency of the compounds is not intended to describe
the specific molecular mechanism of action, but merely re-
lates the degree of cell damage and cell death with the plasma
concentrations of the drugs,18,20 so that the model was also
successfully employed for modelling the PK-PD of compounds
with novel mechanism of action. Although no molecular tar-
geted agents are present in the dataset used for building the
correlations, preliminary analyses are also supporting the
use of this methodology for this kind of compound.

If further confirmed and extended, this approach might sig-

nificantly improve the drug discovery and development pro-
cess, which for the oncology therapeutic area is particularly
expensive and time-consuming. For example, the active dose
of a new compound, estimated as described here, can be com-
pared with the expected maximal tolerated dose based on tox-
icological findings or determined in phase I studies. This would
provide a further support to the risk evaluation process re-
quired to take decisions on the progression to the subsequent
phase II or III. As a consequence, ineffective drugs can be depri-
oritised and/or discarded earlier, the whole clinical develop-
ment program shortened and, in turn, the number of

patients undergoing ineffective treatments sensibly reduced.
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Looks like exposure is relevant to a large extent to clinical success!

Next question: Can we predict clinical failure?
• Case study: 8 chemo/targeted treatments for 10 indications with 

known clinical outcomes
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• What is the minimum preclinical efficacy required for clinical success?
• Can we establish a robust translational criteria?
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Method
A model-based method to predict 

clinical efficacy based on preclinical 
xenograft based studies for both 

chemotherapies and targeted therapies

A minimum clinical efficacious exposure 

can be predicted for tumor cell-directed 
therapy.

Main Limitations
Attaining this minimum clinical exposure 

is a necessary but not sufficient 

condition.

human %TGI derived from PK–PD modeling of our pre-
clinical studies was compared with overall response rates
from clinical trials, there was a significant correlation (Fig.
3B; r ¼ 0.91, P ¼ 0.0008). Agents that led to greater
simulated human%TGI in preclinical tumors led to greater
response rates in the clinic. These data illustrate the impor-
tance of correcting for differences in drug pharmacokinetics
and tolerability between mice and man.

Simulations using alternate clinical doses and
schedules are in line with clinical response

To explore whether our PK–PD models derived from
preclinical efficacy could correctly rank-order the clinical
outcome of agents given on alternative dose and schedules,
we carried out additional simulations using human phar-
macokinetics for docetaxel and 5-FU. Docetaxel and 5-FU
were chosen for these simulations as both agents have been
used clinically on several alternative dose and schedules.
Two regimens were simulated for docetaxel, a once every 3
week regimen (100 mg/m2 every 3 weeks; Docetaxel Reg-
imen A) and a weekly regimen (40 mg/m2 every week;
Docetaxel Regimen B; Fig. 4A). For 5-FU, 3 regimens were
simulated; a weekly regimen (600 mg/m2 every week; 5-FU
Regimen A), an intense 5-day regimen (500mg/m2 on days
1 to 5 of a 35-day regimen; 5-FU Regimen B) and a
continuous constant infusion regimen (300 mg/m2/d; 5-

FU Regimen C; Fig. 4B). Simulated human %TGI was
compared at Day 21 for docetaxel and Day 35 for 5-FU as
these represented the longest duration for one cycle of
treatment for the simulated regimens and would allow for
equitable comparison. For docetaxel, simulated human
%TGI for both regimens was comparable (Fig. 4C) and
aligned well with similar overall response in the clinic
observed for both regimens in metastatic breast cancer
(33%–34%; ref. 19). Similarly, simulated %TGI for 5-FU
rankedwell with the overall response observed in colorectal
cancer trials with the continuous constant infusion regimen
performing better than the weekly and the intense 5-day
regimens (refs. 20–22; Fig. 4D).

Discussion
Evaluation of anticancer agents in immune-deficient

mice transplanted with subcutaneous tumors largely of
human origin has been an important part of oncology drug
discovery and development for the past 30 years. Differ-
ences in growth rates, immune competence, stromal con-
tent, and orthotopic location are often cited as factors
contributing to the poor predictive value of murine xeno-
grafts. Indeed, mean tumor volume–doubling times for
untreated xenograft tumors in this articlewere approximate-
ly 10 days or less. Growth is much slower in cancer patients
with tumor volume–doubling times in the order of months
for breast and colon cancer and years for prostate cancer
(23). Other important differences between preclinical
tumor models in mice and humans include species differ-
ences in both pharmacokinetics and drug tolerability
(2, 4, 24). Given these differences we wished to calibrate
preclinical efficacy, normalized for species differences in
drug exposure, to clinical response. Establishing methods
that increase the correlationbetweenpreclinical and clinical
efficacy will help increase the success rate of drugs brought
forward, ultimately leading to improved patient outcomes
while simultaneously reducing drug development costs.

Population PK–PDmodeling offers a powerful approach
to improve the translatability of xenograft efficacy. Given
the high variability observed in tumor growth, population
PK–PD analysis provides a means to quantify the inherent
variability in the xenograft model and provide a more
robust characterization of the concentration/antitumor
response relationship. Simulations of xenograft response
using the established preclinical PK–PDmodels along with
human pharmacokinetics enable amore exact correction of
species differences in drug exposure. The PK–PD analysis
presented in this article revealed a strong correlation
between simulated human%TGI and overall response from
clinical trials, suggesting that xenograft/allograft efficacy is
predictive of clinical response (Fig. 3B). Importantly, this
correlation was not apparent when efficacy at maximally
tolerated doses in preclinical models was compared with
clinical response data showing the importance of normal-
izing preclinical and clinical drug exposure (Fig. 3A). Of
interest, the top-performing agents in preclinical models
and clinical response were all agents that target cancers with
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Figure 3. Plots of overall response versus observed %TGI at MTD in
xenograft/allograft studies (A) and overall response versus simulated
human %TGI (B) are shown for both molecular targeted agents and
chemotherapy. The correlation coefficient (r) and P values are shown for
each plot.
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response rates in the clinic. These data illustrate the impor-
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and tolerability between mice and man.
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compared at Day 21 for docetaxel and Day 35 for 5-FU as
these represented the longest duration for one cycle of
treatment for the simulated regimens and would allow for
equitable comparison. For docetaxel, simulated human
%TGI for both regimens was comparable (Fig. 4C) and
aligned well with similar overall response in the clinic
observed for both regimens in metastatic breast cancer
(33%–34%; ref. 19). Similarly, simulated %TGI for 5-FU
rankedwell with the overall response observed in colorectal
cancer trials with the continuous constant infusion regimen
performing better than the weekly and the intense 5-day
regimens (refs. 20–22; Fig. 4D).
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Evaluation of anticancer agents in immune-deficient

mice transplanted with subcutaneous tumors largely of
human origin has been an important part of oncology drug
discovery and development for the past 30 years. Differ-
ences in growth rates, immune competence, stromal con-
tent, and orthotopic location are often cited as factors
contributing to the poor predictive value of murine xeno-
grafts. Indeed, mean tumor volume–doubling times for
untreated xenograft tumors in this articlewere approximate-
ly 10 days or less. Growth is much slower in cancer patients
with tumor volume–doubling times in the order of months
for breast and colon cancer and years for prostate cancer
(23). Other important differences between preclinical
tumor models in mice and humans include species differ-
ences in both pharmacokinetics and drug tolerability
(2, 4, 24). Given these differences we wished to calibrate
preclinical efficacy, normalized for species differences in
drug exposure, to clinical response. Establishing methods
that increase the correlationbetweenpreclinical and clinical
efficacy will help increase the success rate of drugs brought
forward, ultimately leading to improved patient outcomes
while simultaneously reducing drug development costs.

Population PK–PDmodeling offers a powerful approach
to improve the translatability of xenograft efficacy. Given
the high variability observed in tumor growth, population
PK–PD analysis provides a means to quantify the inherent
variability in the xenograft model and provide a more
robust characterization of the concentration/antitumor
response relationship. Simulations of xenograft response
using the established preclinical PK–PDmodels along with
human pharmacokinetics enable amore exact correction of
species differences in drug exposure. The PK–PD analysis
presented in this article revealed a strong correlation
between simulated human%TGI and overall response from
clinical trials, suggesting that xenograft/allograft efficacy is
predictive of clinical response (Fig. 3B). Importantly, this
correlation was not apparent when efficacy at maximally
tolerated doses in preclinical models was compared with
clinical response data showing the importance of normal-
izing preclinical and clinical drug exposure (Fig. 3A). Of
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Objective: Define and support PoC strategy (phases 1-2)

Value 
• Project direction: A valid target compound profile 

supported by clinical evidence

• Time saving: Shorter path to an in vivo experiment 
supporting clinical feasibility

Deliverables
• Identify clinical efficacious doses and optimal dosing 

schedule for the (combination) treatment

• Identify the best clinical combination partner
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Exposure Target
Engagement

Disease 
Modulation Outcome

In vitro Medium Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

In vivo Plasma 
Tissue 

Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

Clinical Plasma Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

Information required
• Competitor/combination compounds

-PK/PD information of tumour models
-Clinical popPK

• Own compound
-Preclinical PK/PD/Efficacy data
-Forecasted clinical PK
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3. TRANSLATIONAL PK/PD MODELLING
• Can in vivo tumour models forecast clinical tumour responses?
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PROJECT Afatinib: In vivo <-> clinical efficacy
• Situation
• Afatinib (an EGFRi) has been studied in PC-9 xenograft and in NSCLC patients
• Need to evaluate different EGFR inhibitors

• Task
• What is the minimum PC-9 efficacy required to see clinical response?

• Action
• Construct afatinib preclinical PK/PD model for PC-9 data
• Simulate PC-9 response under the clinical exposure
• Compare the simulated tumour growth with clinical responses

• Result
• PC-9 gave similar but different responses with clinical tumours
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• Afatinib Preclinical PK/PD – PC9
• Exposure-response model was constructed

• Limited data: Consider only the first 9 days in the treatment arm
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Control
6mg/kg qd

10mg/kg P.O.qd

Efficacy (Yamaoka 2017)Exposure (van Hoppe 2017)
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• PopPK data and modelling reproduced in nmole/L
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PROJECT PC9 response under clinical Afatinib exposure
• Simulate PC-9 response under mean clinical exposure
• Corrected for plasma protein binding
• Predicted tumour regression based on limited PC-9 efficacy data
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PROJECT In vivo -> clinical efficacy
• Situation:

• Mia PaCa2 is an often-used pancreatic cancer model

• Task:
• Is Mia PaCa2 predictive of clinical efficacy?

• Action: 
• Infer Mia PaCa2 in vivo dose-efficacy relationship
• Simulate Mia PaCa2 tumour growth under the clinical dose
• Compare the simulated tumour growth with clinical responses

• Result: 
• Simulated Mia PaCa2 tumour growth under the clinical dose was slightly less sensitive than 

clinical tumours
• This reassures the validity of Mia PaCa2 as a model for gemcitabine
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PROJECT Gemcitabine dose-response in Mia PaCa2
• Gemcitabine in Mia PaCa2 model
• Drug is metabolised intracellularly

• Linear mixed effects model constructed
• Suggests a weak dose-response relationship
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• Tumour shrinkage rate distribution
• Red solid: median
• Red dashed: IQR
• Blue solid: mean 

• Mia PaCa2 moderately under-estimates clinical responses 
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PROJECT THE OPEN PROJECT (TOP)
• Vision

Affordable and effective novel therapies discovered and developed based on all 
accessible, relevant data in a timely manner

• Mission
Pioneer in translational modelling to develop, validate and improve quantitative 
methods and tools for accurate experimental design to enable robust decision 
making in drug discovery and development

• Participation
• Open: Any one can join for free to share data, models, codes and ideas
• Transparent: All results are properly documented to help the community
• Meritocracy: Participants need to demonstrate understanding of the code, 

rules, and culture of the project before being invited to join
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• Which rate laws accurately recapitulate tumour growth?
• Parametric inference:                +
• Interpolation: Models are often used to make interpolated predictions

• Which rate laws accurately predict tumour growth?
• Extrapolation: future tumour growth
• Good inference is necessary but not sufficient for good prediction
• Uncertainty in model structure
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PROJECT Novartis Mouse Clinical Trial
PDX control experiment by histology

• Histology

• GC (gastric)                              44

• CRC (colorectal)                      42

• BRCA (breast)                          39

• NSCLC (non-small cell lung)  29

• PDAC (panc duct adeno)                37

• CM (cutaneous melanoma) 33

• Experimental duration distribution 

• Similar across histology
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PROJECT Main points
• Drug R&D
• Lack of efficacy, irreproducibility, data modelling, good culture

• PK/PD rationales
• Dose-….-response relationship is key to success
• How much details depend on data, feasibility, the purpose

• Evaluate preclinical tumour models and Forecast clinical efficacy 
• Preclinical models need assessments
• Provides basis for experimental design and data interpretation
• Translational modelling should be done before project starts
• Industrial standards

• The Open Project (TOP)
• Translational oncology
• Openness, transparency, meritocracy
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Lo et al. (2018) Estimation of clinical trial success 
rates and related parameters. Biostatistics. p 1–14

• Phase-by-phase counting
• POS1,2 = 1

• POS2,3 = !"
• POS3,App = !"
• POS1,App =1x !" x  !" = !#
• Widely used in the past
• Ignore missing trials
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Lo et al. (2018) Estimation of clinical trial success 

rates and related parameters. Biostatistics. p 1–14

• Path-by-path counting

• Missing Phase 2 is inferred

• POS1,2 = 1

• POS2,3 = 
!
"

• POS3,App = 
#
!

• POS1,App =1x 
!
" x 

#
! = 

#
"

• Used by Lo et al
• Considers missing, in progress and terminated trials

• More accurate description than phase-by-phase
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Estimation of clinical trial success rates and related parameters 3

Some trials are missing end-dates due to the failure of their sponsors to report this information. Since
these dates are required by our algorithm, we estimate them by assuming that trials lasted the median
duration of all other trials with similar features. Only 14.6% (59 208) of the data points required the
estimation of end-dates.

3. MODELING THE DRUG DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

To avoid confusion and facilitate the comparison of our results with those in the extant literature, we begin
by defining several key terms. A drug development program is the investigation of a particular drug for
a single indication (see top diagram of Figure S2 of the supplementary material available at Biostatistics
online). A drug development program is said to be in Phase i if it has at least one Phase i clinical trial.
If a Phase i clinical trial concludes and its objectives are met, this trial is said to be completed. If it is
terminated prematurely for any reason, except in the case that it has positive results, the trial is categorized
as failed. Conditioned on one or more trial(s) being completed, the sponsor can choose to either pursue
Phase i + 1 trials, or simply terminate development. If the company chooses the former option, the drug
development program is categorized as a success in Phase i, otherwise, it will be categorized as terminated
in Phase i. See Figure S2 (bottom) of the supplementary material available at Biostatistics online for an
illustration. The POS for a given Phase i, denoted by POSi,i+1, is defined as the probability that the drug
development program advances to the next phase. The probability of getting a drug development program
in Phase i through to approval is denoted by POSi,APP. Hence the overall probability of success—moving
a drug from Phase 1 to approval, which Hay and others (2014) calls the likelihood of approval (LOA)—is
POS1,APP.

The proper interpretation of drug development programs from clinical trial data requires some under-
standing of the drug development process, especially in cases of missing data. This is particularly important
for estimating a drug candidate’s POS1,APP, which is typically estimated by multiplying the empirical POS
of Phase 1 (safety), 2 (efficacy for a given indication), and 3 (efficacy for larger populations and against
alternatives) trials. If, for example, Phase 2 data are missing for certain approved drugs, the estimated
POS1,APP would be biased downward. Here, we take a different approach to estimating POSs.

Consider an idealized process in which every drug development program passes through Phase 1, 2,
and 3 trials, in this order. This is plausible, since each of these stages involves distinct predefined tests, all
of which are required by regulators in any new drug application (NDA). If we observe data for Phases 1
and 3 but not Phase 2 for a given drug-indication pair, our idealized process implies that there was at least
one Phase 2 trial that occurred, but is missing from our data set. Accordingly, we impute the successful
completion of Phase 2 in these cases. There exist some cases where Phase 2 trials are skipped, as with the
recent example of Aducanumab (BIIB037), Biogen’s Alzheimer’s candidate, as reported by Root (2014).
Since skipping Phase 2 trials is motivated by compelling Phase 1 data, imputing the successful completion
of Phase 2 trials in these cases to trace drug development paths may not be a bad approximation. In addition,
we make the standard assumption that Phase 1/2 and Phase 2/3 trials are to be considered as Phase 2 and
Phase 3, respectively.

These assumptions allow us to more accurately reconstruct ‘drug development paths’ for individual
drug-indication pairs, which in turn yield more accurate POS estimates. Let nj be the number of drug
development paths with observed Phase j trials, and nj

s be the number of drug development paths where
we observe phase transitions of state s of Phase j (defined below).

s =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

ip, if all the trials are in progress
t, if the program failed to proceed to phase i + 1 (i.e., terminated)
m, if the phase transition can be inferred to be missing
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Equation 3.1 is the conservation law for drug development paths in Phase j + 1.

nj+1 = nj + nj
m − nj

ip − nj
t ∀j = 1, 2, 3 (3.1)

The POS from any one state to the next, POSj,j+1, is thus the ratio of the number of drug development
projects in Phase j + 1, both observed and non-observed, to the number of drug development projects in
Phase j, both observed and non-observed:

POSj,j+1(Path-by-Path) = nj+1

nj + nj
m − nj

ip

(3.2)

Given our model, we can now compute POS1,APP by finding the proportion of development paths that
made it from Phase 1 to Approval:

POS1,APP(Path-by-Path) = nApproval

n1 + n1
m − n1

ip − n2
ip − n3

ip
(3.3)

We term this the ‘path-by-path’approach. In contrast, extant papers define the phase transition probabil-
ity as the ratio of observed phase transitions to the number of observed drug development programs in Phase
i and multiply the individual phase probabilities to estimate the overall POS. We term this the ‘phase-
by-phase’ approach, which we shall differentiate from the path-by-path computation by a superscript
pas follows:

POSp
j,j+1 = nj+1 − nj

m

nj − nj
ip

(3.4)

POSp
1,APP =

!

j∈{1,2,3}
POSp

j,j+1 (3.5)

Implicit in the path-by-path computation method is the assumption that we have relatively complete
information about the trials involved in drug development programs. This is true of our data set, as we
are analyzing relatively recent years where trial pre-registration is a prerequisite for publication in major
medical journals and use of the studies as supporting evidence for drug applications.

However, this assumption breaks down when we look at short windows of duration, for example,
in a rolling window analysis to estimate the change in the POS over time. In such cases, we default
back to the ‘phase-by-phase’ estimation to get an insight into the trend. This is done by considering
only those drug development programs with phases that ended between t1 and t2 in the computation of
the POS.

POSp
j,j+1(t1, t2) = nj+1(t1, t2) − nj

m(t1, t2)

nj(t1, t2) − nj
ip(t1, t2)

(3.6)

POSp
1,APP(t1, t2) =

!

j∈{1,2,3}
POSp

j,j+1(t1, t2) (3.7)

We further note that if no phase transitions are missing, the path-by-path and phase-by-phase methods
should produce the same results, but the former will be more representative of actual approval rates if
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Estimation of clinical trial success rates and related parameters 3

Some trials are missing end-dates due to the failure of their sponsors to report this information. Since
these dates are required by our algorithm, we estimate them by assuming that trials lasted the median
duration of all other trials with similar features. Only 14.6% (59 208) of the data points required the
estimation of end-dates.

3. MODELING THE DRUG DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

To avoid confusion and facilitate the comparison of our results with those in the extant literature, we begin
by defining several key terms. A drug development program is the investigation of a particular drug for
a single indication (see top diagram of Figure S2 of the supplementary material available at Biostatistics
online). A drug development program is said to be in Phase i if it has at least one Phase i clinical trial.
If a Phase i clinical trial concludes and its objectives are met, this trial is said to be completed. If it is
terminated prematurely for any reason, except in the case that it has positive results, the trial is categorized
as failed. Conditioned on one or more trial(s) being completed, the sponsor can choose to either pursue
Phase i + 1 trials, or simply terminate development. If the company chooses the former option, the drug
development program is categorized as a success in Phase i, otherwise, it will be categorized as terminated
in Phase i. See Figure S2 (bottom) of the supplementary material available at Biostatistics online for an
illustration. The POS for a given Phase i, denoted by POSi,i+1, is defined as the probability that the drug
development program advances to the next phase. The probability of getting a drug development program
in Phase i through to approval is denoted by POSi,APP. Hence the overall probability of success—moving
a drug from Phase 1 to approval, which Hay and others (2014) calls the likelihood of approval (LOA)—is
POS1,APP.

The proper interpretation of drug development programs from clinical trial data requires some under-
standing of the drug development process, especially in cases of missing data. This is particularly important
for estimating a drug candidate’s POS1,APP, which is typically estimated by multiplying the empirical POS
of Phase 1 (safety), 2 (efficacy for a given indication), and 3 (efficacy for larger populations and against
alternatives) trials. If, for example, Phase 2 data are missing for certain approved drugs, the estimated
POS1,APP would be biased downward. Here, we take a different approach to estimating POSs.

Consider an idealized process in which every drug development program passes through Phase 1, 2,
and 3 trials, in this order. This is plausible, since each of these stages involves distinct predefined tests, all
of which are required by regulators in any new drug application (NDA). If we observe data for Phases 1
and 3 but not Phase 2 for a given drug-indication pair, our idealized process implies that there was at least
one Phase 2 trial that occurred, but is missing from our data set. Accordingly, we impute the successful
completion of Phase 2 in these cases. There exist some cases where Phase 2 trials are skipped, as with the
recent example of Aducanumab (BIIB037), Biogen’s Alzheimer’s candidate, as reported by Root (2014).
Since skipping Phase 2 trials is motivated by compelling Phase 1 data, imputing the successful completion
of Phase 2 trials in these cases to trace drug development paths may not be a bad approximation. In addition,
we make the standard assumption that Phase 1/2 and Phase 2/3 trials are to be considered as Phase 2 and
Phase 3, respectively.

These assumptions allow us to more accurately reconstruct ‘drug development paths’ for individual
drug-indication pairs, which in turn yield more accurate POS estimates. Let nj be the number of drug
development paths with observed Phase j trials, and nj

s be the number of drug development paths where
we observe phase transitions of state s of Phase j (defined below).

s =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

ip, if all the trials are in progress
t, if the program failed to proceed to phase i + 1 (i.e., terminated)
m, if the phase transition can be inferred to be missing
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Equation 3.1 is the conservation law for drug development paths in Phase j + 1.
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The POS from any one state to the next, POSj,j+1, is thus the ratio of the number of drug development
projects in Phase j + 1, both observed and non-observed, to the number of drug development projects in
Phase j, both observed and non-observed:

POSj,j+1(Path-by-Path) = nj+1

nj + nj
m − nj

ip

(3.2)

Given our model, we can now compute POS1,APP by finding the proportion of development paths that
made it from Phase 1 to Approval:

POS1,APP(Path-by-Path) = nApproval

n1 + n1
m − n1

ip − n2
ip − n3

ip
(3.3)

We term this the ‘path-by-path’approach. In contrast, extant papers define the phase transition probabil-
ity as the ratio of observed phase transitions to the number of observed drug development programs in Phase
i and multiply the individual phase probabilities to estimate the overall POS. We term this the ‘phase-
by-phase’ approach, which we shall differentiate from the path-by-path computation by a superscript
pas follows:

POSp
j,j+1 = nj+1 − nj

m

nj − nj
ip

(3.4)

POSp
1,APP =

!

j∈{1,2,3}
POSp

j,j+1 (3.5)

Implicit in the path-by-path computation method is the assumption that we have relatively complete
information about the trials involved in drug development programs. This is true of our data set, as we
are analyzing relatively recent years where trial pre-registration is a prerequisite for publication in major
medical journals and use of the studies as supporting evidence for drug applications.

However, this assumption breaks down when we look at short windows of duration, for example,
in a rolling window analysis to estimate the change in the POS over time. In such cases, we default
back to the ‘phase-by-phase’ estimation to get an insight into the trend. This is done by considering
only those drug development programs with phases that ended between t1 and t2 in the computation of
the POS.

POSp
j,j+1(t1, t2) = nj+1(t1, t2) − nj

m(t1, t2)

nj(t1, t2) − nj
ip(t1, t2)

(3.6)

POSp
1,APP(t1, t2) =

!

j∈{1,2,3}
POSp

j,j+1(t1, t2) (3.7)

We further note that if no phase transitions are missing, the path-by-path and phase-by-phase methods
should produce the same results, but the former will be more representative of actual approval rates if
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Implicit in the path-by-path computation method is the assumption that we have relatively complete
information about the trials involved in drug development programs. This is true of our data set, as we
are analyzing relatively recent years where trial pre-registration is a prerequisite for publication in major
medical journals and use of the studies as supporting evidence for drug applications.

However, this assumption breaks down when we look at short windows of duration, for example,
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are analyzing relatively recent years where trial pre-registration is a prerequisite for publication in major
medical journals and use of the studies as supporting evidence for drug applications.

However, this assumption breaks down when we look at short windows of duration, for example,
in a rolling window analysis to estimate the change in the POS over time. In such cases, we default
back to the ‘phase-by-phase’ estimation to get an insight into the trend. This is done by considering
only those drug development programs with phases that ended between t1 and t2 in the computation of
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PROJECT Pfizer 3 pillars
• “Pfizer 3 pillars”

1. Suitable exposure (site of action, duration)
2. Sufficient target binding 
3. Adequate pharmacology
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Can the flow of medicines be improved? Fundamental 
pharmacokinetic and pharmacological principles 
toward improving Phase II survival Drug Discovery 
Today. 17, 419–424 (2012)
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PROJECT 1. In vitro data -> In vivo design
Objective: Define the necessary compound profile to 
fulfill PoM criterion
Value 
• Project direction: A valid target compound profile to 

support PoM study
• Time saving: Shorter path to an in vivo experiment to 

demonstrate understanding of efficacy 
Deliverables
• Target compound profile criteria
• Design of an in vivo experiment to demonstrate in 

vivo efficacy
Information required
• In vitro Target Engagement markers
• In vitro Disease Modulation marker 
• Modelling that predicts in vivo efficacy based on in 

vitro efficacy
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Exposure Target
Engagement

Disease 
Modulation Outcome

In vitro Medium Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

In vivo Plasma 
Tissue 

Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

Clinical Plasma Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

1

Triggering questions
• How would you forecast in vivo efficacy 

based on IC50 (in vitro potency)?
• Do your data confirm the therapeutic 

concept?
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PROJECT 2. Clinical data -> In vivo mono design
Objective: Define and support PoC strategy (phases 1-2)

Value 
• Project direction: A valid target compound profile 

supported by clinical evidence

• Time saving: Shorter path to an in vivo experiment 

supporting clinical feasibility

Deliverables
• Competitor compounds

• Preclinical PK/PD models

• Clinical popPK model

• Translational efficacy modelling

• Own compound

• Preclinical PK/PD model of efficacy data

• Forecasted clinical PK

• Forecasted clinical results (ORR)
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Exposure
Target

Engagement

Disease 

Modulation
Outcome

In vitro Medium
Direct / 

Indirect
DM Efficacy

In vivo Plasma 

Tissue 

Direct / 

Indirect
DM Efficacy

Clinical Plasma
Direct / 

Indirect
DM Efficacy

2

Information required
• Competitor compounds

-PK/PD information of tumour models

-Clinical popPK

• Own compound

-Preclinical PK/PD/Efficacy data

-Forecasted clinical PK
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Exposure Target
Engagement

Disease 
Modulation Outcome

In vitro Medium Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

In vivo Plasma 
Tissue 

Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

Clinical Plasma Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

2

Triggering question
• What in vivo efficacy is needed to be better than (direct and indirect) competitors?
• What potency is needed to be better than (direct and indirect) competitors?
• What is the desired PK profile of our candidate compound?
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PROJECT 2. Clinical data -> In vivo combi design
Objective: Identify combination partner to deliver the 
best clinical efficacy
Value 
• Project direction: A valid target compound profile 

supported by clinical evidence
• Time saving: Shorter path to an in vivo experiment 

supporting clinical feasibility
Deliverables
• Identify clinical dosages for the combination 

treatments
• Identify the best dosing schedule
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Exposure Target
Engagement

Disease 
Modulation Outcome

In vitro Medium Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

In vivo Plasma 
Tissue 

Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

Clinical Plasma Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

2

Information required
• Combination partner

- PK/PD information of tumour models
- Clinical popPK

• Own compound
- Preclinical PK/PD/Efficacy data
- Forecast clinical PK
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Exposure Target
Engagement

Disease 
Modulation Outcome

In vitro Medium Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

In vivo Plasma 
Tissue 

Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

Clinical Plasma Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

2

Triggering question
• What in vivo efficacy is needed to be better than (direct and indirect) competitors?
• What potency is needed to be better than (direct and indirect) competitors?
• What is the desired PK profile of your candidate compound?
• How would you predict efficacy (e.g. ORR) for your drug combination in the clinics?
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PROJECT 3. In vivo data -> Clinical design
Objectives: Define PoP criterion (phase 1)
Benefit
• Project direction: A valid clinical biomarker 

experiment design supported by preclinical 
science

• Time saving: The right experiment indicating 
signs of clinical efficacy at the first time

Deliverables
• Forecast clinical PK
• Target clinical modulation of TE (i.e. minimum 

TE that is needed to modulate disease)
• Recommended timing of biopsy to assess TE
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Exposure Target
Engagement

Disease 
Modulation Outcome

In vitro Medium Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

In vivo Plasma 
Tissue 

Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

Clinical Plasma Direct / 
Indirect DM Efficacy

1

3

Information required
• In vitro and in vivo Target Engagement marker 
• In vitro and in vivo Disease Modulation marker 
• Preclinical TGI data
• Clinical tumour imaging data (RECIST criteria)
• Forecast clinical PK
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PROJECT Tumour Growth Rate Laws
• Linear
• Tumour radius expands linearly 
• TV is used for fitting for consistent error model: !" = $

%& '( + * ∗ , %

• Exponential
• !" = !"(-./

• Exponential-linear: incompatible with tumour that shrinks
• 010/ = 2(", , ≤ 5; 010/ = 27, , > 5. V is smooth: 5 = 7

.9
:;* .<

.919
• Logistic
• 010/ = 2" 1 − 1

? a: growth rate (/day); K: carrying capacity (mm3)

• Gompertz
• 010/ = @-AB/" @: growth rate (/day); C: decay rate (/day)
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